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ABSTRACT 
Value-sensitive design (VSD) and related theoretical and 
methodological approaches have had impact in recent years by 
attending to the social, political and everyday contexts of 
computational media use. This piece argues that a new focus on 
viscerality and embodiment as sources of normative human values 
is critical next step in expanding the scope of VSD theory and 
practice, both as a topic for research and as an element of user 
experience. Drawing on scholarship in human-computer 
interaction (HCI), the history, philosophy, and social studies of 
science (STS), and digital media theory alongside the extant 
literature on design with human values in mind, this paper 
presents a framework for applying the principals of “visceral” 
design to the study of values in computational media, and 
sketches out possible avenues for future critical, methodological 
and practical intervention in this area.   
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K.4.m [Computers and Society]: Miscellaneous  

General Terms 
Design, Human Factors, Theory 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Value Sensitive Design (VSD) has had a powerful impact on 
critical computing over the past twenty years [3,21,22]: alongside 
related theories such as critical technical practice [1], reflective 
design [47], Values@Play [16,17], adversarial design, critical 
making [45], and others [29,55], VSD has given both computer 
scientists and scholars in other disciplines a vocabulary to return 
human context to the analysis, design and implementation of 
computational media, and a space from which to expand into 
normative analyses of other, broader sociotechnical human 
systems [61]. Specific methodological and pedagogical 
contributions such as Envisioning Cards [20], or the identification 
of “values levers” [49], have helped bridge the gaps between 
thinking and making across disciplines, and inspired ongoing 
collaborations between humanists and computer scientists 
[9,30,59]. In sum, VSD and associated strains of thought have 
contributed much to a critical understanding of the ways humans 
interact with technology, and their proponents have much to 
celebrate. 
Yet there are technical, institutional, and motivational challenges 
in holding and advancing values conversations in spaces ranging 
from university research labs to commercial enterprises [35,58] – 
and by extension, barriers to locating how values and design 
scholarship has had a demonstrable impact in consumer products, 
and in the trajectory of computational technologies more broadly. 

While some values, such as privacy, have gained traction in public 
discourse in recent years [7,40], this newfound visibility has come 
in fits and starts. In this paper, I argue for a focus on the emotional 
and visceral aspects of human experience as contributing to the 
emergence of values within sociotechnical systems. Like ethics 
more generally, these non-cognitive values are present both for 
the designers and engineers that create them and the people who 
use, adapt and break them [38]. These non-cognitive phenomena 
are present at the margins of the values and design literature, but 
are frequently unarticulated or under-theorized. Expanding the 
scope of values and design scholarship and practice to embrace 
the visceral is one of the coming decade’s great challenges. By 
exploring this domain of experience as a source for both 
theoretical and practical design insights, VSD can widen its social 
impact through engagement with these intimate and embodied 
elements of the human ethical universe, and their motivating role 
in a wide range of ethical and normative contexts.  
Emotions, passions, and sensations have long figured in 
philosophical and psychological discussions of human ethics and 
values [10,44]. In the context of critical computing, work by Paul 
Dourish on embodied interaction [11] – “the creation, 
manipulation, and sharing of meaning through engaged interaction 
with artifacts” [12:126] – and Lucy Suchman on situated action 
[54] have drawn attention to the embodied nature of technological 
engagements, while scholars such as Donald Norman [41], 
Kirsten Boehner [2], Kia Höök [26], Katherine Isbister [27], and 
others have shaped an emerging interest in social and emotional 
factors within the HCI community over the past decade. Yet the 
values and design community, with a few notable exceptions 
[48,49], has not always accounted for viscerality and emotionality 
in its assessment of how values are perceived, discovered, and 
acted upon in the context of both design and everyday 
sociotechnical practice. Here, I provide a reconceptualization of 
the idea of “visceral design,” and detail its practical and 
conceptual utility to values and design scholarship. Further, I 
discuss how an exploration of the visceral and emotional 
components of human values can shed new light on an old values 
problem in HCI, namely privacy, and suggest several ways 
through which scholars and practitioners might engage with the 
visceral as a key question in future research and design. 

2. VALUES & VISCERAL DESIGN 
Examining the visceral and emotional faces of human values in 
sociotechnical systems relies on what Kirsten Boehner, Lucian 
Leahu and Phoebe Sengers have championed as an 
“interactionist” model of emotion; these authors describe emotion 
as “an intersubjective phenomenon, arising in encounters between 
individuals or between people and society, an aspect of the 
socially-organized life world we both inhabit and reproduce” 
[2:280]. This model stands in contrast to what Boehner [2] and her 
coauthors term the “informational” model of emotion in computer 



science, in which feelings are understood as quantifiable inputs to 
be measured and analyzed through machine learning [43].  
A model of emotion that understands feeling as intimately tied to 
our embodied, sensory, and visceral perception of reality is 
implicit in the interactionist model of emotion proposed by 
Boehner and her co-authors. Yet as sociologist Arlie Russell 
Hochschild observes, “every emotion has a signal function” [24]. 
Paying attention to the visceral and emotional elements of 
embodied experience in the values and design context has the 
potential to provide novel insights into how we intuit and develop 
human values, and how these values become ingrained and 
sustained in sociotechnical systems as systematized norms and 
ethics. In his book Emotional Design [41], Donald Norman 
presents an incomplete but suggestive framework for doing  in the 
notion of “visceral design.” Norman claims that a successful 
design should prompt an emotional response on three separate 
levels:  the visceral, the behavioral, and the reflective. For 
Norman, a design’s visceral level consists of its “look, feel and 
sound” – the material aesthetics of an artifact, as it is deployed to 
enable the artifact’s intended function. Norman assigns viscerality 
to the realm of appearance and sensation: “heft” and “sensuality,” 
“shape and form matter” [41:69]. Norman claims that humans 
“are exquisitely attuned to receive powerful emotional signals 
from the environment that get interpreted automatically at the 
visceral level” [41:65], that of affective response.  
While the reflective level of a design stimulates our cognitive 
responses and the behavioral level tracks to the functionality of a 
product, Norman describes the visceral as the most biologically 
base, but by extension most universal, level of design. Instead of 
endorsing Norman’s somewhat simplistic classification, I suggest 
visceral design can be understood more broadly in relation to the 
interactionist model of emotion in HCI already described. The 
word visceral means, "affecting inward feelings," and stems from 
the Latin words visceralis or "internal," and viscera, plural of 
viscus "internal organ, inner parts of the body.” Visceral design 
engages the qualities of human experience that impel users to 
engage with an interface or artifact over the long term on an 
affective level: through aesthetic or sensory stimulation across 
multiple channels [52], visceral design activates allusions and 
associations,  the sensory and physical memories of past 
experiences, and the pragmatic exigencies of emergent use.  
Far from being “instinctual,” however, these “fast-twitch” 
responses are deeply implicated in human judgment and 
evaluation: the affective response to the visceral experience at 
hand engages with a user’s cognitive and experiential capacities to 
prompt subtle and often complex emotions, thoughts and 
habituated actions, which then act recursively to shift or solidify 
an individual’s evaluative judgments. Yet the idea of values and 
visceral design differs subtly but critically from BJ Fogg’s notion 
of “persuasive technologies” [18], or the soft paternalism of 
Sunstein and Thaler’s “nudge” [56]. Reflection as a core value 
must be built into designing viscerally as a methodological 
principal that will ideally extend to the method’s practical use. As 
a method, an attention to visceral values is exemplary of what van 
Wynsberghe and Robbins suggest be the focus of the “ethicist as 
designer” [60]. Viscerality as an intrasubjective phenomenon 
enables the interactionist model of social meaning-making 
described by Boehner and her co-authors, but is of course also 
wholly dependent on social and communicative interactions as a 
context for emotions to be created and shared – those of designer 
and user. Because value judgments possess a strong, and often 
determinative intrasubjective component, paying attention to these 
visceral values has potential to enable both ethical design and 

ethical use, as those intrasubjective responses become 
intersubjective through interactions around artifacts and 
experiences. 
Successful visceral designs, like Apple’s original iMac, are 
associated with “immediate emotional impact” because they 
engage multiple senses in ways that suggest particular judgments. 
Apple’s candy-colored computers were also rounded and smooth 
to the touch, distinguishing their feel as well as their look. 
Designers of information technologies frequently experiment 
across the human senses to prompt these evaluative moments: 
haptic interfaces and wearable computing are major growth areas 
in commercial product development [4,15,42]. As digital 
networks become more ubiquitous within everyday life, from 
pacemakers to refrigerators, new approaches to identifying, 
analyzing, and leveraging the interplay of values decisions 
prompted in part by these visceral pulls are increasingly necessary 
to avoid what James H. Moor terms “policy vacuums” [37]. At 
once intrasubjective, sensory, and socially contextual, the 
connection between our values and our emotional and visceral 
sensations can be difficult to capture in design, but by no means 
impossible. Below, I describe a case study in how an attention to 
visceral values can produce novel insights and design strategies 
around a perennially challenging topic: digital privacy. 

3. CASE STUDY: VISCERAL PRIVACY 
One case study I have explored in the vein of visceral values is the 
notion of “visceral privacy” [53]. Our sense of privacy is a 
subjective, sensory, and contextual phenomenon at both the 
personal and systemic levels; it follows that we express 
preferences regarding our judgment of information privacy’s 
value through feelings and actions, not simply words. Visceral 
privacy entails agreement between a user’s subjective, embodied 
sense of their information privacy and the objective material 
conditions of their data: I advocate for making privacy visceral 
through interaction and form factor designs that prompt visceral 
responses across multiple senses for users, and ensuing emotional 
and cognitive reflection regarding the user’s implicit and explicit 
valuation of privacy. The particular subjective experience of 
privacy in a given situation will condition particular privacy-
related expectations, beliefs and behaviors.  
The framework for “privacy by design” was developed in 2009 by 
former Ontario Privacy Commissioner Anne Cavoukian, and is a 
useful and internationally recognized statement of principles in 
this area. Two design strategies have predominated in attempting 
to provide technical answers for privacy protection [25]. 
Interpreted through an analytic lens focusing on visceral value, 
encryption brings data more closely into our emotional, embodied 
and individual spheres of subjectivity; anonymization, in contrast 
aims to separate data from its pointers to our embodied 
individuality [14,51]. Both encryption and anonymization face 
technical, logistical, and increasingly, legal challenges; moreover, 
a focus on privacy as context makes clear that neither technique is 
useful, appropriate, or sufficient at all times or in all situations [8]. 
Yet more generally, the values inherent in the “privacy by design” 
framework, particularly the principles’ commitment to usability 
and wide applicability, have not always succeeded in their 
translation into practice. One way to illustrate why, and by 
extension explore how the visceral valuation of privacy takes 
place, is through a focus of the material layers, or levels, of our 
digital media devices and our embodied interaction with them 
[19,50]. The crux of the argument is that it is precisely the care 
and privacy that we associate with digital hardware that makes the 
ephemeral, abstract quality of digital data so hard to experience 



viscerally. Our feelings, and the values they signal, interact 
inelegantly with the digital information technologies at hand – or, 
more accurately, our technologies interact inelegantly with us. 
HCI scholars Alexander Meschtscherjakov, David Wilfinger, and 
Manfred Tscheligi have developed the concept of “mobile 
attachment,” defined as “a cognitive and emotional target-specific 
bond connecting a person’s self and a mobile phone that is 
dynamic over time and varies in strength” [36]. The authors 
identify empowerment, enrichment, and gratification as three 
powerful motivators for this attachment/; interaction theorist 
Sherry Turkle goes further, suggesting these positive motivating 
factors prompt humans to turn their devices into what she terms 
“evocative objects” through their status as fellow travelers in our 
personal experience and as mediators of that same subjective life 
[57]. Hardware devices become enlisted as important emotional 
actors precisely because it is through them that we are able to 
engage socially with others – our phones and tablets become, to 
modify Bruno Latour’s term, “emotive actants” [31,32]. Data, on 
the other hand, has no such visceral pull, and thus less obvious 
status within every day value judgments around online privacy. 
This disjunction in the materiality of our everyday associations 
around online privacy is exploited by governmental and business 
entities, which argue that our lack of visceral engagement with 
data means that privacy is no longer valued.  
Novel interfaces that make data sets viscerally engaging according 
to the principles of both “privacy by design” and “visceral design” 
could result in a more grounded and complete process of 
individual judgment and decision making around online privacy; 
designing for the experience of evaluation anchored in both our 
thoughts and our feelings also has broader implications for VSD 
work more broadly. Ironically, visceral design as a strategy in 
material object is often intended to produce feelings or desires that 
overcomes our reasoned second thoughts, but in the VSD context 
has the potential to level out our reactions the opposite way: as 
well as appreciating the value of privacy rationally, users 
prompted to engage viscerally will have a well-rounded sense of 
their own intellectual, emotional and physical stance on the value 
judgment at hand. Applying the principles of visceral design to 
values and design practice has the potential to give users what 
they claim to want in the privacy sphere [34]: a better sense of 
where private data is stored, how it is being used, and what steps 
can be taken to better understand and influence the context of that 
data. 
Consider “cookies,” the markers websites place on a computer 
when we visit and which are often used to track our browsing 
behavior online. Cookies are left on our computers without any 
sort of warning at all: what if, instead, these devices shuddered 
slightly, made a noise of protest, or in extreme cases, delivered an 
electric shock to the user? Interfaces that present data viscerally 
have strong potential to improve our understanding of our 
personal values around privacy, and by extension to encourage us 
to act socially to strengthen these values. Thoughtful use of design 
strategies for making data more visceral could help prolong and 
strengthen our engagement with social causes at the level of 
everyday practice: online privacy is more appreciable when its 
importance is felt in the body on a daily basis.  

4. THE FUTURE OF VISCERAL VALUES 
Visceral privacy is by no means a panacea. However, it is 
exemplary of the kinds of conversations at the intersection of 
design, values, ethics, and embodiment that an attention to making 
values visceral will hopefully prompt. The challenge for values 
and design in extending both scholarship and practice towards the 

visceral is to develop hardware and software that provoke 
reflective responses regarding values through visceral 
provocations around data and its representations. Making data a 
more visceral matter seems a necessity: as noted users are often 
disconnected from the digital information they produce about 
themselves. In the future, the sophisticated data visualizations—
graphs, flowcharts, and infographics—that are staples of 
contemporary digital media products will be increasingly 
insufficient. Designing for an embodied, emotional engagement 
with users’ concerns around information privacy will entail 
working with what I call “data visceralizations.” Data 
visceralizations are representations of information that do not rely 
solely and primarily on sight or sound, but on multiple senses 
including touch, smell, and even taste: this presentation of data as 
visceral works to stimulate our feelings as well as our thoughts.  
It is possible to prompt a visceral reaction through sight alone: 
designer Sha Hwang recently suggested that designers strive to 
make data visualizations hit harder emotionally, by reframing the 
scope of their graphics and employing more explicit emotion in 
their products [6]. Yet visceral data is already all around us. Work 
on tangible and embodied interfaces, many of which exploit a 
variety of sensory channels, has been recognized with an official 
ACM conference for the last decade [33]. Gestural interfaces have 
allowed the designers of games like Angry Birds and Candy 
Crush [28], as well as the designers of video slot machines to 
exploit visceral design principles effectively [46]. The visceral 
design strategies incorporated into these products seek to make an 
end-run around rational thought: this instinct even extends to 
design in public policy contexts [23].  In contrast, a commitment 
to the concept of visceral data must involve focusing on how these 
tools and technologies can work to help make abstract information 
have both a meaningful visceral and reflective impact on users. 
This impact should be appropriate and compelling for the context 
and the data involved, and serve to trigger reflection and 
evaluative self-determination, not suppress it – Ryan Calo’s work 
on “visceral notice” is a welcome first step in this direction [5]. 
Methodologies such as VSD, critical design [13], and reflective 
design [47] have a key role to play in envisioning prototype 
technologies that explore “data visceralizations,” and making the 
tie between our feelings and our data visible, tangible, and 
emotionally appreciable [52]. These sorts of systems can and 
should range from what Evgeny Morozov has termed “electronic 
provocateurs” intended to jolt us into a new, and perhaps more 
critical understanding of the salience of a value like privacy [39], 
to consumer-grade products and services available to a wide range 
of users. Here, there is considerable scope for further 
ethnographic and design research mapping the emotional 
complexities of how we apprehend our own values, and how our 
feelings shape judgments, habits and behaviors in our interaction 
with digital media. Katie Shilton has written persuasively on the 
importance of what she terms “values levers”: “practices that pry 
open discussions about values in design and help [to] build 
consensus around social values as design criteria” [49:376]. These 
moments of sociotechnical contestation facilitate elucidation of, 
and reflection on, shared social values like privacy, and their 
subsequent translation into concrete design decisions. The VSD 
community can build on, and benefit from, its past successes by 
engaging deeply in the ways our gut feelings shape our values, 
and how our technologies play on our feelings in return. 
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